
ZEPHIR3

The whole primary air plant
packed in a single System with
thermodynamic energy recovery

Air renewal 
is essential for 

comfort 
in buildings

So far
this was 
costing
a lot of 
energy
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Clivet. Change things

50.000 m²

70 40 
650

6

130 
24.060 $M

2016

For over 25 years, we have 
been offering solutions 
to ensure sustainable 
comfort and the 
well-being of people and 
the environment

In over 25 years of working on the design, manufacturing and 
distribution of air conditioning and handling systems, combining 
high efficiency with minimal environmental impact, Clivet has 
developed solutions to ensure sustainable comfort and the well-
being of people and the environment. 
Designing and developing year-round air conditioning solutions with 
innovative technologies are part of Clivet's DNA, which means the 
company has always been ready for the future.

of plants in Feltre, 
Belluno - Italy

employees in Italy 
and abroad

branches: Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Russia, 
UAE, India

agencies in Italy

service centres

Midea sales in 2017

A Group Company of

countries we export to
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COMFORT

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE COST

ENERGY SAVING

Clivet principles
for the building evaluation

All Clivet systems are based on six key principles that make
Clivet's products and systems unique.

These principles are the basis for making application-specific systems, 
which have always been part of Clivet's DNA.

They represent the foundation on which Clivet has built its new way 
of looking at systems, thereby becoming the reference for sustainable 
systems of the future.
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Primary air yesterday
and today

Primary air yesterday was difficult to achieve and to manage:

• No standardisation: focus on costs and time control
• Complex controls: design and commissioning time
• Invasive: less space in the building
• High Energy costs: auxiliary consumption costs
• Passive recovery systems: higher consumption
• On-site work

ZEPHIR3 is a revolution in primary air in terms of comfort, 
savings and system semplification:

• The whole Primary Air plant in a single stand-alone System

The active thermodynamic circuit 
produces capacity amplifying the energy 
contained in the exhaust air

Extracts and expels 
the stale air from the space
and recovers its thermal energy

It operates with
100% outdoor air

It supplies Primary Air
purified and air-conditioned

YESTERDAY TODAY
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Excellent air quality
• Air renewal without contamination between flows
• Automatic control of temperature, humidity and CO2
• Air purification with high efficiency electronic filtering: 

nano-particles, PM10, bacteria, pollen

Independent and decentralized
• No pipes, insulation, pumping or hydraulic circuit 

adjustment
• No gas, no fuels
• More free space in the building 
• Fully automatic operation
• Simplified design
• Lower start-up costs compared to traditional solutions

Sustainable investment
• Primary energy consumptions reduced by 50%
• CO2 emissions reduced by more than 50%
• Important contribution to LEED credits
• Increase of property value
• Access to tax credit
• Amazing savings with the Total Life Cycle Cost

Unparalleled energy efficiency
• Year-round heat pump operation technology
• Active thermodynamic recovery: exhaust air as thermal source
• Very high energy efficiency thanks to favourable thermodynamic 

cycle and DC variable-capacity inverter compressor
• Replaces most of the power produced by the central 

heating and cooling unit
• Eliminates pressure drops from passive heat recovery equipment
• Integrated control system complete with 

dynamic Freecooling 
depending on 
operating conditions

• High ventilation 
efficiency

• No use of fossil fuels

No wastage
• Variable air flow depending on occupancy or actual 

number of zones in operation
• Does away with wasteful components that have no useful 

effect, such as storage tanks, pipeworks, pumps
• Free reheating through hot gas recovery, which further 

increases the system’s efficiency
• Modular system operating only where and when needed

Industrialised system
• 80% less on-site works 
• Industrial products, optimized and tested to provide 

constantly reliable results
• Universal application: hydronic terminal units, radiant 

systems, chilled beams, VRF
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100% Clivet  technology
in ZEPHIR3

• Packaged system: industrial quality.
• Safe: no cross contamination.
• Compact: versatile positioning.
• Heat pump technology: single system annual cycle.
• Qualified proposal: it does not use fossil fuels.

1. Air return and exhaust section  with energy recovery 
2. Fresh air  handling  and supply section 
3. Inverter thermodynamic section and controls 

EX. Exhaust air  
SA. Supply air 
RA.  Return air 
OA. Outdoor air
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RAIN POLLEN BACTERIAFINE DUST SMOGMOULD VIRUSDUST

CLEAN AIR

1000 μm 100 μm 10 μm 1 μm 0,1 μm

Air renewal determines the 
comfort level in buildings

Primary air today is even more important, because modern 
construction methods lead to:

• virtually sealed housing;
• risk of accumulation of pollutants.

ZEPHIR3 guarantees purification and comfort while saving:

• 99% pure air with its Innovative technology;
• Continuous humidity control, that means total comfort;
• Continuous extraction of exhaust air as it eliminates indoor 

pollutants.

99% pure air
The ZEPHIR3 electronic filters are effective on smoke, fine dust especially PM10, PM2,5, PM1, viruses and bacteria.
Therefore they ensure higher air quality even in the most polluted urban areas.
The filtering efficiency is equivalent to the H10 classification used in traditional filters, i.e. the class identified as “absolute filter” for 
traditional filters.

The supply of purified air dilutes the pollutants, which are automatically removed by the  section of air extraction. 
The two sections are entirely separated and prevent cross flow contamination.

Modern buildings
Primary Air is more and more expensive in modern buildings.

Highly insulated building envelope:

• Renewal load = may exceed 60% of the overall 
requirements

• Renewal cost = one of the main for 
the operating systems

Continuous humidity control
The quality of the indoor air depends largely on humidity: one 
of Primary Air system’s main tasks is to control it. 

• In summer mode, ZEPHIR3 always dehumidifies outdoor 
air via the thermodynamic circuit. Therefore it corrects the 
temperature until it reaches the supply air desired value, 
free of charge, thanks to the post-heating modulating 
system with hot gas recovery. 

• In winter mode, when required by the outdoor conditions 
and system application, 
ZEPHIR3 can humidify 
renewal air with 
the optional steam 
section, with immersed 
electrodes or steam-
powered section.
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A
B

B

Simplifies the system 
More value for the building 
and for the users

ZEPHIR3 is autonomous: it eliminates the circuit of hot and cold 
fluids distribution for Primary Air and replaces most of the capacity 
produced by traditional heating and cooling stations. 

• Free up space for other uses
• Further improve the start-up investment 

A. Elimination of fluids distribution for Primary Air. 
Piping and thermal insulation, pumping stations and storage tanks, controls, shafts, installation and testing works are not needed 
anymore

B. Cooling and heating stations reduction.
Traditional heating and cooling stations are required only  for the secondary local air-conditioning system:

• they have compact size and low start-up  costs
• they are activated only for limited times and in severe ambient conditions
• they produce lower direct energy consumption,  that is electricity and fossil fuels
•  they produce lower auxiliary energy consumption for pumping, losses and thermal inertia of the fluid distribution network.

Traditional System System with ZEPHIR3

REMOVED
PIPEWORK TO 
PRIMARY AIR 

REDUCED
COOLING
STATION 

REDUCED 
HEATING 
STATION 
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Decentralised system 
Flexibility of investment 
and installation

ZEPHIR3 makes it easier to split the primary air system into similar 
areas of the building

• Further increase of efficiency as it produces energy locally, only 
when and where it is required

• Further increase of  the comfort because the unit successfully 
adapts to the different loads

• Modular design, therefore simpler

A. Free up space 
No need for large-size central ductworks for 
supply and return air

B. Spread out investment over time
Purchase only as the areas become occupied

C. Best architectural integration
Smaller capacity modules are easier to position

D. More durable
It can be easily installed indoors, sheltered 
from the bad weather
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Operation with 
constant supply 
temperature

When the room loads are handled by the secondary system.

• Exploits part of the ZEPHIR3 usable capacity
• Operation does not depend on space conditions
• Accurate regulation of air flow conditions
• Common in centralized systems
• Humidity supply control in summer operation
• The same system can serve multiple spaces of the building, with 

different requirements (for example with different exposure)
• Ideal in installations with induction or Chilled Beam 

Operating range:
• Standard Unit: Ambient from -7°C to +35°C DB/ 26°C WB
• With “hydronic recovery device” (option): Ambient from -20°C to 

+45°C DB/ 28°C WB
• With chilled water coil “EXTRAPOWER-C for application in very hot 

and humid climate” (option): Ambient up to +50°C DB/ 32°C WB
• With hot water coil “EXTRAPOWER-H for application in very 

cold climate” (option): Ambient down to -40°C DB

Operation with constant supply temperature

OA/oa. Outdoor air
EA/ea. Off-coil exit air
SA/sa. Supply air
RA/ra. Extracted air

T_SA/T_sa.  Supply air temperature set, dry bulb 
x_SA Supply Humidity ratio set
X_ra. Extracted air humidity ratio set

Note. For clarity the characteristic points are identified with capital letters in cooling and dehumidification, with lowercase letters in heating and any humidification.
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Other  
operation modes

OPERATION AT MAXIMUM AVAILABLE CAPACITY, to maximise the 
heating and cooling capacity of  ZEPHIR3:

• Operation also depends on space conditions
• It satisfies most of the building load
• It reduces the capacity required from secondary local units
• Ideal also for applications on multiple spaces with similar loads
• Humidity supply control in summer operation
• It allows to benefit from decentralising primary air

OPERATION WITH HIGH AIRFLOW, when ZEPHIR3 operates as an 
active thermodynamic recovery and the secondary local system 
controls space conditions:

• Common conditions for shopping Malls
• Air handling is completed by the secondary local units.      
• Extensive use of Free-cooling 

Operation does not depend on space conditions
• Secondary air units controls humidity supply in summer 

operation
• Primary air is delivered to intake of secondary local units

Operation at maximum available capacity

Operation with high airflow

OA/oa. Outdoor air
EA/ea.  Off-coil exit air
SA/sa.  Supply air
RA/ra.  Extracted air

T_RA/T_ra. Extracted air temperature set, dry bulb 
x_SA. Supply Humidity ratio set
X_ra. Extracted air humidity ratio set

Note. For clarity the characteristic points are identified with capital letters in cooling and dehumidification, with lowercase letters in heating and any humidification.

OA/oa. Outdoor air
SA/sa.  Supply air
RA/ra.  Extracted air 

 Note. For clarity the characteristic points are identified with capital letters in cooling and dehumidification, with lowercase letters in heating and any humidification.
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The Enhanced 
Hydronic System

The Enhanced Hydronic System is the evolution of the traditional 
hydronic conditioning system.

The cooling and heating capacity, necessary to satisfy the 
building's thermal load, are produced at centralised level and then 
distributed to water terminal units, while the air renewal is carried 
out by ZEPHIR3, the stand-alone unit for air renewal with active 
thermodynamic recovery.    

ZEPHIR3 completely eliminates the hydronic piping for primary air 
typical of traditional systems made by air handling units and at the 
same time reduces the size of generators (chillers, boilers, etc..) that 
will be sized only to meet the load of the building.

Application example in office building

Office

Open
Space

Meeting 
Rooms

CHILLED WATER HOT WATER

PIPEWORK

TERMINAL UNITS
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Advantages  
of the Enhanced  
Hydronic System

SIMPLIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM: 
Simplification of the system and therefore of the construction costs.

GLOBAL ENERGY SAVING: 
Global energy saving of over 30% in the annual operating cycle in 
most of the climatic resorts.

MINIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: 
The double-digit reduction in CO2 emissions provides great 
opportunities in terms of tax deductions and and energy certification 
of the building, increasing the value of the property.

ENERGY COST REDUCTION: 
Up to 42% savings in energy costs: this is an additional profit 
opportunity throughout the entire life cycle of the building.

SPINchiller3

The chilled and/or the hot water for the ambient loads and 
the domestic hot water, if present, are provided by SPINchiller 
through the widest and most flexible range on the market.

Fancoils
The ELFOSpace terminal units are an integral part of the 
System, as they are suitable for both 'energy challenges' and 
questions related to indoor air quality.

ZEPHIR3

Complete and packaged system to treat the primary air with active thermodynamic recovery.
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C

B A

Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4 Size 5 Size 6

361 611 1278 2000 2638 3333
1300 2200 4600 7200 9500 12000
630 630 630 600 420 630
630 630 630 630 540 630

10,6 17,5 38,7 58,4 79,0 95,9
2,74 4,23 11,0 15,2 21,7 23,4
2,91 4,92 11,1 15,7 20,4 23,2
4,59 4,43 4,48 4,67 4,94 5,13

5,93 10,0 21,0 32,9 43,4 54,9
0,71 1,23 2,54 4,22 5,75 8,77
8,38 7,45 8,28 7,80 7,55 6,26

361 611 1278 2000 2638 3333
1300 2200 4600 7200 9500 12000
630 630 630 600 420 630
630 630 630 630 540 630

10,6 17,5 38,7 58,4 79,0 95,9
3,26 5,52 12,5 17,7 22,9 26,1
3,62 5,72 14,2 20,0 28,2 31,5
3,25 3,18 3,10 3,31 3,45 3,68

10,5 17,8 37,1 58,2 76,8 96,9
2,28 3,77 7,10 11,2 14,4 18,3
4,61 4,72 5,21 5,20 5,33 5,29

528 972 1944 2556 3194 3889
1900 3500 7000 9200 11500 14000
630 470 630 450 345 630
630 630 630 530 400 630

9,20 18,2 31,9 45,1 62,0 80,6
1,56 3,38 4,46 6,97 13,8 17,8
5,89 5,38 7,15 6,48 4,50 4,51

6,00 11,1 22,1 29,1 36,3 44,2
0,54 1,31 2,48 3,11 3,40 5,44
11,1 8,46 8,94 9,36 10,7 8,14

1 1 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2 3 3

ROT Scroll
RAD

1 1 1 1 1 2
310 355 500 630 630 500

RAD
1 1 1 1 1 2

400/3/50
53 57 61 60 62 69
361 611 1278 2000 2638 3333

1000 1600 3300 5200 7500 9500
528 972 1944 2556 3194 3889

1900 3500 7000 9200 11500 14000

Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4 Size 5 Size 6
1895 1895 2465 2465 2465 2465
950 950 1735 1735 2025 2330

1025 1625 1810 2260 2260 2260

Technical data

Main accessories
• Additional humidification module (immersed electrode humidifier)
• Hydronic heat recovery for extended operation range (not necessary in temperate climates)

Size – CPAN-XHE3
Operation with constant supply temperature

Standard airflow
Nominal air flow l/s
Nominal air flow m³/h
Max external static pressure (supply) Pa
Max external static pressure (extraction) Pa

Cooling
Total cooling capacity (1) kW
Re-heating capacity (1) kW
Compressor power input (1) kW
EER_C (1) -

Heating
Heating capacity (2) kW
Compressor power input (2) kW
COPc (2) -
Operation at the maximum available capacity

Standard airflow
Nominal air flow l/s
Nominal air flow m³/h
Max external static pressure (supply) Pa
Max external static pressure (extraction) Pa

Cooling
Total cooling capacity (3) kW
Re-heating capacity (3) kW
Additional available capacity to space (3) kW
EER_C (3) -

Heating
Heating capacity (4) kW
Compressor power input (4) kW
COPc (4) -
Operation with high airflow

Maximum air flow
Nominal air flow l/s
Nominal air flow m³/h
Max external static pressure (supply) Pa
Max external static pressure (extraction) Pa

Cooling
Total cooling capacity (5) kW
Compressor power input (5) kW
EER_C (5) -

Heating
Heating capacity (6) kW
Compressor power input (6) kW
COPc (6) -
Refrigeration circuits Nr
No. of compressors Nr
Type of compressors (7) -
Type of supply fan (8) -
Number of supply fans Nr
Fan diameter mm
Type of exhaust fan (8) -
Number of exhaust fans Nr
Standard power supply V
Sound pressure level (9) dB(A)
Minimum air flow l/s
Minimum air flow m³/h
Maximum air flow (10) l/s
Maximum air flow (10) m³/h

Notes
Erp (Energy Related Products) European Directive, that includes the Commission delegated 
Regulation (EU) No 2016/2281 also known as Ecodesign Lot21, does not report this Product category. 

DB = dry bulb; WB = wet bulb; EERc = Thermodynamic efficiency of the system in cooling; COPc = 
Thermodynamic efficiency of the system in heating
(1) Outdoor air temperature: 35°C D.B./ 24°C W.B; Exhaust air temperature: 26°C D.B. Supply air 

humidity ratio: 11g/kg; Supply air temperature: 24°C D.B.
(2) Outdoor air temperature: 7°C D.B./6.0°C W.B. Exhaust air temperature: 20°C D.B./ 12°C W.B; 

Supply air temperature: 20°C D.B.
(3) Outdoor air temperature: 35°C D.B./ 24°C W.B; Exhaust air temperature: 26°C D.B. Supply air 

humidity ratio: 11g/kg
(4) Outdoor air temperature: 7°C D.B./6.0°C W.B. Exhaust air temperature: 20°C D.B./ 12°C W.B; 

Supply air temperature: 28°C D.B.
(5) Outdoor air temperature: 35°C D.B./ 24°C W.B; Exhaust air temperature: 26°C D.B. Supply air 

temperature: 22°C D.B.

(6) Outdoor air temperature: 7°C D.B./6.0°C W.B. Exhaust air temperature: 20°C D.B./ 12°C W.B; 
Supply air temperature: 16°C D.B.

(7) ROT = rotary compressor; SCROLL = scroll compressor
(8) RAD = radial fan
(9) The sound pressure level is referred at a distance of 1 m from the ducted unit surface operating 

in free field conditions. External static pressure 50 Pa. Please note that when the unit is installed 
in conditions different from nominal test conditions (e.g. near walls or obstacles in general), 
the sound levels may undergo substantial variations. Sound levels refer to unit with standard 
air flow rate

(10) In case of use with high air flow only the maximum flow rate value is possible

Size – CPAN-XHE3
A - Length mm
B - Width mm
C - Height mm

The above mentioned data are referred to standard units for the constructive configurations indicated. For all the other 
configurations, refer to the relative Technical Bulletin.
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Best practice

Edificio Moneda Bicentenario
Santiago de Chile, Chile 
Offices 
Zephir2 + VRF  
Year 2013

Woolmore Primary School
London, UK
School 
Zephir3  
Year 2014

Moxy Hotel Milano Linate
Linate, Milan, Italy
Hotel
Enhanced Hydronic System - ZEPHIR3 
Year 2018 

ISTANBUL GONEN*****
Istanbul, Turkey 
Hotel 
Zephir2 + VRF 
Year 2012

Innopolis Stage Technopark
Kazan, Tatarstan, Russian Federation 
Business and Research Centre 
Zephir3  
Year 2014

The Salvation Army
Auckland, New Zealand 
Shopping Centre 
Zephir2 
Year 2013
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Best practice

Cenni di Cambiamento
Milan, Italy 
Residential Complex 
Hydronic System + Zephir3  
Year 2013

Sports Hall
Buftea, Romania 
Sport 
Zephir2  
Year 2011

Skopje Alexander The Great Airport
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia 
Airport 
Zephir2  
Year 2011

SPA HOTEL
Lanzarote, Spain 
Hotel, Spa 
Zephir2  
Year 2013

Ayurpark Healthcare
Bangalore - India 
Industry 
Zephir3  
Year 2014

Cruise Terminal
Santa Apolónia, Lisbona, Portugal 
Cruise Terminal 
Zephir2  
Year 2011
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Best practice

Universidad De Murcia Complejo Espinardo
Murcia, Spain 
University 
Zephir3 
Year 2013

ZARA
Düsseldorf, Germany 
Store 
Zephir2 
Year 2012

Pirogov Hospital 
Sofia, Bulgaria
Hospital for active treatment and emergency 
Zephir2

Year 2012

Ecole A Beth Israel
Epinay sur Seine, Paris, France
School 
Zephir3 

Year 2013

Terminal 2 - Milan Malpensa Airport
Varese - Italy 
Airport 
Zephir3 
Year 2014

The Mall Gucci
Firenze - Italy 
Outlet 
Zephir3 
Year 2013



CLIVET SPA
Via Camp Lonc 25, Z.I. Villapaiera - 32032 Feltre (BL) - Italy 
Tel. + 39 0439 3131 - Fax + 39 0439 313300 - info@clivet.it

CLIVET GROUP UK Limited
4 Kingdom Close, Segensworth East - Fareham, Hampshire - PO15 5TJ - United Kingdom
Tel. + 44 (0) 1489 572238 - Fax + 44 (0) 1489 573033 - enquiries@clivetgroup.co.uk

CLIVET GROUP UK Limited (Operations)
Units F5&F6 Railway Triangle Ind Est, Walton Road - Portsmouth, Hampshire  - PO6 1TG - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 (0) 2392 381235 - Fax. +44 (0) 2392 381243 - service@clivetgroup.co.uk

CLIVET ESPAÑA S.A.U.
C/ Bac de Roda, 36 - 08019 Barcelona - España
Tel: +34 93 8606248 - Fax +34 93 8855392 - info@clivet.es

Av.Manoteras Nº 38, Oficina C303 - 28050 Madrid - España
Tel. +34 91 6658280 - Fax +34 91 6657806 - info@clivet.es

CLIVET GmbH
Hummelsbütteler Steindamm 84, 22851 Norderstedt - Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 40 32 59 57-0 - Fax + 49 (0) 40 32 59 57-194 - info.de@clivet.com

CLIVET RUSSIA 
Elektrozavodskaya st. 24, office 509 - 107023, Moscow, Russia
Tel. + 74956462009 - Fax + 74956462009 - info.ru@clivet.com

CLIVET MIDEAST FZCO
Dubai Silicon Oasis (DSO), High Bay Complex, Office N. 20, PO BOX 342009, Dubai, UAE 
Tel. + 9714 3208499 - Fax + 9714 3208216 - info@clivet.ae

CLIVET AIRCONDITIONING SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
501/502, Commercial-1, Kohinoor City, Old Premier Compound, Kirol Road, Off L B S Marg, Kurla West - Mumbai 400 070 - India
info.in@clivet.com

w w w . c l i v e t . c o m
www.c l ivet l ive .com
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